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Abstract 
Many models have been developed in the world to estimate emission inventories and fuel con-
sumption in the past and those models can be broadly categorized as either a travel based model 
or a fuel based model. Driving cycles can be considered as one of the major travel based models to 
estimate emission inventories. It can be used for various purposes such as setting up the emission 
standards, for traffic management purposes and also to determine the travel time. In the past, re-
searchers have tried to use readily available, well established driving cycles in their environment 
which is different from the origin of the driving cycle in many aspects. Thus, the attempts have 
failed to give good quality results. This study attempts to critically evaluate the different methods 
used for driving cycle construction in different parts of the world under various conditions to 
propose a general suitable approach to develop a representative and economical driving cycle(s) 
for a given geographic location for set objectives. 
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1. Introduction 
There are two major ways of estimating emission inventories and fuel consumption, namely, travel based mod-
els and fuel based models [1]. There are many fuel based models around the world which are used to estimate 
fuel consumption and emission inventories such as traffic flow models and traffic emission models [2], instan-
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taneous emission models [3] [4], average speed emission models [3] and using independent driving pattern fac-
tors [5]. In general, these models use top to bottom approach, where, the results were measured first and then try 
to identify the causes for the results. The methodology, driving cycle, falls under travel based models and it’s 
been used to estimate fuel consumption and to develop emission inventories. The bottom-up approach is used to 
develop driving cycles, where prior to data collection, spatial and temporal characteristic of the routes or a re-
gion is identified. A driving pattern which influences exhaust emission and fuel consumption [6] can be illu-
strated based on such data and the prime advantage of this travel based method of driving cycle development is 
the less capital requirement compared to many other available methods. 

Driving Cycle can be defined as a series of data points representing speed verses time [7], speed and gear se-
lection as a function of time [8], speed versus distance [9] or time vs gradient [10], in a specific region or a part 
of a road segment. Driving Cycles are used for many purposes such as traffic engineering purpose [11] estima-
tion of emission inventories [8] [12] and estimation of fuel consumption [13]. Figure 1 shows a sample driving 
cycle developed for traffic engineering purpose for Baseline road, Colombo, Sri Lanka while Figure 2 shows a 
sample driving cycle developed based on a case study to estimate emission inventories in Sri Lanka [14]. For the 
estimation of fuel consumption and emission inventories vehicles are tested using chassis dynamometers with 
respect to a given driving cycle [15]-[18]. 

Driving Cycle development was initiated in early 70’s in some regions of the world and driving cycles can be 
broadly separated in to two segments, namely, “Transient Driving Cycles”, which are developed using on road 
data and the “Modal” or “Polygonal” Cycles, which are developed by composing the collected data using a se-
lected mechanism [7]. FTP 72 and FTP 75 can be considered as first two driving cycles that were developed in 
the world [19] and afterwards many improvements are being made to driving cycles to symbolize the actual on 
road driving pattern. 

USA, Europe, Australia and Asia can be identified as the four main regions where many countries have been 
developing driving cycles during last thirty to forty years. Route selection, data collection, cycle construction 
[19] and cycle assessment [14] have been identified as four major common steps in driving cycle development. 
However, different countries have used various approaches in driving cycle development based on the time con-
strains, resource availability and information availability, and thus outputs have varied. Therefore, this paper 
tries to critically evaluate the methods used by different countries for each step with respect to different traffic 
behaviors and varied objectives. With this analysis a new developers would be able to find out the appropriateness 
of different methods that can be used for their driving cycle development at prevailing conditions or resources 
based on the purpose of the driving cycle development. 
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Figure 1. Driving cycle for traffic engineering purpose (sample). 
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Figure 2. Driving cycle for emission purpose (sample). 

2. Comparison of Available Driving Cycles and Its Development Process 
2.1. Route Selection 
Route selection is one of the major aspects in developing driving cycles. If routes selected are not representative 
of actual network to capture ordinary traffic behavior in that area, then the data collected will be biased, hence 
the results obtained from the driving cycle will indicate a deviation from its actual situation. The selected trav-
eling routes should best represent the actual network and the typical traffic flow conditions affected by spatial or 
temporal conditions such as land use, road type, topography, availability of signalized intersections and popula-
tion density in that area [6] [7] [20]. Furthermore when selecting routes for driving cycle development, either for 
emission purpose or to estimate fuel consumption, it is essential to consider the vertical alignment of the road as 
well. Because gradient of the road has an impact over vehicles fuel consumption and it varies significantly on 
the micro segment scale [21]. In addition, on regional basis it is necessary to consider the weather condition on 
each selected route, where routes could be selected from various regions or from countries sometimes like in 
European driving cycle and the driving pattern usually vary due to the prevailing weather conditions [22]. Micro 
texture of the routes [23], altitude and temperature are also contributory factors [24] to determine emission le-
vels. Thorough knowledge about the routes is necessary in order to assign weightage for each factor to capture 
its significance. Therefore, driving cycle development is a subjective process fit into the purpose of driving 
cycle development or the researcher [7]. 

In Pune, India, five major roads (total length of 55 km) which have higher Average Annual Daily Traffic 
(AADT) were selected as representative routes to collect data to develop a driving cycle [25]. A pre-defined set 
of origin/destination pairs were combined with highest overall AADT in Pune driving cycle and this was consi-
dered as a reference in determining the traffic density. Then the routes which are used frequently have been se-
lected. In addition routes were selected based on time of the day which will represent the majority of vehicles 
according to AADT [19]. On the other hand, in Hong Kong (China), the route selection was mainly done based 
on the experience and knowledge of experts about local traffic conditions. Similarly for Colombo in Sri Lanka, 
route selection for a preliminary driving cycle development was mainly done based on the experience and local 
knowledge of professionals about the traffic behavior in Colombo area. In Colombo only one continuous road 
was selected to represent the area for data collection, mostly due to the prevailing financial constraint as well as 
lack of historical traffic data or resources. Relatively approach towards development of a preliminary driving 
cycle for Colombo has many limitations. Using researchers’ experience to select routes can be biased and the 
researcher may not have considered all necessary parameters which needed to be considered such as origin-  
destination patterns, mean trip length, vehicle kilometers, etc. Also literature suggest that the routes have to be 
weighted not according to the traffic volumes but according to the vehicle kilometers travelled on that road be-
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cause the traffic volumes represents the number of vehicle passing a particular point of the road where vehicle 
kilometers represent the total demand along the road segment. These will lead the selected sample biased and 
hence will over or under estimate the condition in the area. Nevertheless, with many draw backs this method re-
quires lesser amount of data to be collected and easy selection of routes makes it more economical and thus bet-
ter for countries developing their initial driving cycles. Further, this imprecise exercise enable developers or re-
searchers to identify the necessary parameters to be considered for further developments. In a way it’s better to 
identify the critical emission levels in a city if used major roads only. 

The route selection of Bangkok driving cycle is based on the traffic flow data and the travel speed. Using traf-
fic flow data, a traffic flow model was developed and hence travel speeds along each section of major roads are 
determined. Based on that the distribution of travel speeds of vehicles along the roads few major roads were se-
lected which closely matched with all major roads previously considered. Selected roads are evaluated using 
some basic statistical parameters such as means and variance [26]. Advantage of this method is that it is easy to 
collect travel speeds along the road, hence the selection of routes is easy and economical. But the mean speed 
does not always represent the traffic condition of the road due to the fact that different vehicle mix may produce 
same mean speeds other road related parameters such as obstruction from the pedestrians and road surface con-
ditions may also affect the mean speed. 

In addition to Pune, Hong Kong (China) and Colombo driving cycles, route selection of Hanoi (Vietnam), 
driving cycle has considered travel activity patterns (OD travel patterns) and traffic flow characteristics. At ini-
tial stage there weren’t any readily available historical traffic data. As a result, onsite observation, the know-
ledge and the experience of the researcher is heavily used when selecting routes emphasizing on four aspects, 
road type criteria (highways, main roads, collecting streets, and internal streets), route length criteria (according 
to the results from the survey the mean trip length was calculated), traffic volume criteria (most heavily con-
gested roadways were identified) and land use criteria (according to the questionnaire survey) [27]. Even though 
it requires more data than the Pune, method used in Hong Kong (China) can capture the actual driving pattern in 
the area to a greater extent. Major Limitation of this method is that accuracy is intensively depend on the quality 
of the survey and the sample selected. If the sample is not selected carefully the values obtained for traffic re-
lated parameters will dramatically vary from the actual situation, hence will be less accurate than selecting route 
based on the experience of the researcher. To increase the representativeness of the survey the sample size has to 
be increased and thus cost rise is inevitable. But for a country where the traffic related data is readily available 
this method can be adopted easily. 

Different method has been adopted to develop ARTHEMIS driving cycle for European region where study 
routes have being selected randomly from France, UK and Germany. Unlike in Hong Kong (China), the drivers 
were given freedom to follow the traffic flow. A large data set was collected [12] compared to all the driving 
cycles developed around the world so far to increase the representativeness of the sample. Main advantage of 
this method is that less effort has to be given to select routes. Therefore this nature of route selection is most 
suitable when developing driving cycles for whole country or a lager region where there is complex road net-
work. Nevertheless, the limitation of this method is that to increase the representativeness of the data sample, 
sample size as to be increased and the data collection method need to be modified. 

Route selection method used by Australia, for Melbourne, Perth and Sydney are much rational than many 
route selection methods used around the world. Many parameters have been considered for route selection such 
as land use, road type, driving condition and availability of public transportation [19]. For Sydney driving cycle 
routes were selected according to road classification and the traffic density in the areas reported with highest 
emissions. Then the driving patterns were measured in these regions and sample size for data collection was de-
termined by conducting an OD survey [28]. For Perth driving cycle [29], six regions have been identified for the 
study. Thirteen routes have been selected based upon best available data which describes the traffic behavior and 
the actual road condition of the routes in Perth city such as Vehicle Kilometer Travelled (VKT) and traffic vo-
lumes. The attempt is to cover the important routes in Perth city and to consider high and low volume roads. But 
the routes selected for this method is not meant to represent the actual route which might take by a general mo-
torist but to provide rational sampling framework to represent the driving pattern in selected six regions. In 
Melbourne cycle, ten routes within 8 km radius of the Melbourne central business city was selected which cov-
ers central business district, arterial and freeway conditions [30]. One of the best route selection method was 
used by Australian Composite Urban Emission Driving Cycle. Data is collected from Brisbane, Sydney, Mel-
bourne, Adelaide and Perth metropolitan areas. Routes were selected according to the travel time available to 
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provide a representative sample of routes and travel environments within the metropolitan area and are based on 
the arterial road network [31]. Since the method has considered many traffic related parameters to select routes, 
it has a higher representativeness than many methods discussed in this section. But this method cannot be used 
in many countries, especially in the developing countries where there are no readily available traffic data base. 

2.2. Data Collection 
For any type of research, data collection plays a vital role because the quality of the output is directly influenced 
by the reliability, representativeness, homogeneousness and consistency of the data which have collected. With 
respect to data collection literature states two basic methods, namely, chase car method and on board measure-
ment method [32]. Data can be collected combining those two methods and it is known as hybrid method [7]. 
When selecting a vehicle for data collection it is wise to consider the engine capacity of the vehicle, because the 
engine capacity of the vehicle would change the driving pattern, hence it will either underestimate or overesti-
mate the pollution and fuel consumption [33]. 

2.2.1. Chase Car Method 
Literature clearly shows that chase car method is one of the popular methods of data collection for driving cycle 
construction all over the world. In this method an instrumented vehicle which can measure second by second 
speed data is used to chase a target vehicle in a predetermined route(s) within an area of concern [34]. Its drivers’ 
responsibility to follow the target vehicle in the same way it travels to collect accurate data and this method is 
very difficult on roads where LOS is low. For LA92 and LA01, driving cycles developed in USA, the chase car 
method was adopted and the driving data was collected in greater metropolitan Los Angeles area [35]. In Pune; 
India, data was collected during peak hours in five major roads [25]. But collecting data only in peak hours may 
overestimate the traffic behavior of that area. An answer to this was given in Edinburg cycle [36] where data has 
collected at both peak and off peak hours proportionate to the traffic volumes. 

One of the major advantages of the chase car method is that it requires lesser sources. Hence it is much more 
cost effective than using on-board measurement method. Due to cost consideration the chase car method was 
adopted by Manila driving cycle and collected approximately 6.4 hours of travel data [37]. But the sample size 
used to develop Manila driving cycle is limited compared to other sample sizes considered in other driving cycle 
developments. Major limitation of this method is that it is difficult to chase a car when driving behaviors are ag-
gressive, where the chase car might be lost sometimes or chasing will lead to accidents. 

2.2.2. On Board Measurement Method 
In on board measurement method an instrument is installed in selected vehicles and let the vehicles travel along 
the traffic stream in selected routes. Then second by second speed data is recorded as they travel along the pre-
determined routes. 

In on board measurement method major concern has to be given for the route selection. If random routes are 
adapted the size of the data sample should be increased as in ARTHEMIS cycle. In the ARTEMIS driving cycle 
the data was collected using on board measurement method using 77 vehicles. To increase the accuracy of the 
data sample 2200 hours of data was recorded, covering 2000 days (5.5 years). And vehicle usage and operating 
conditions were also reported [38], which was as same as in Australian Composite Urban Emissions Drive Cycle 
(CUEDC). In CUEDC sample size has increased to 431.4 hours to enhance the accuracy in considerable amounts 
[31]. This method is not easy to adopt by many countries since it requires more instruments as well as long pe-
riod of monitoring, and hence costly. 

One of the driving cycles developed for Hong Kong (China) in 1999, data acquisition was done using optical 
sensor pointing to the axle of the vehicle [11]. The rotation of the wheel is measured by the infrared photoelec-
tric senor and pulse convertor. Then the speed data were collected in the micro-computer. To capture the critical 
scenario data was collected during peak period. But in another driving cycle developed for Hong Kong in 2007, 
data were collected using on board measurement method combined with chase car method using GPS loggers 
[19]. 29 hours of data were collected with the chase car method and 5.6 hours of data was collected using on 
board measurement method along nine selected representative routes during the morning peak hours in different 
routes, in which 44 were urban, four were sub-urban, and 26 were highway speed profiles. Also for the Bangkok 
driving cycle and driving cycles for motorcycles and light-duty vehicles in Vietnam, data was collected during 
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peak hours. In Bangkok driving cycle data was collected using a real time logging system equipped on a selected 
vehicle traveling along the routes under actual traffic and the speed time data was collected during morning peak 
period to capture the driving condition which has the largest impact on exhaust emission and fuel consumption. 
The data collection of each route was carried out for two weeks [26]. When developing driving cycles for mo-
torcycles and light-duty vehicles in Vietnam data was collected using on board measurement method and totally 
60 trips 40 trips were representing motorcycle profiles and 20 trips were light duty vehicle profile [27]. Com-
pared to ARTHEMIS and CUEDC driving cycles, required sample sizes for this method is less and if the routes 
are selected accurately the representativeness can be maintained properly while keeping the sample size mini-
mum. 

This method is suitable for the countries where the driving behavior is irregular and aggressive. Also for the 
countries which have traffic related databases to accurately select the routes. Unlike in chase car method, if the 
routes were not selected accurately the results can vary dramatically from the actual behavior of the region. 
Even though the method is costlier than chase car method, this method can be used economically while main-
taining the data sample minimum if the routes are selected accurately using available traffic data base. 

For the countries have mixed traffic behavior such as aggressive/congested and not congested roads (major 
congested highways and sub urban uncongested roads) the hybrid method can be used to optimize the cost of 
data collection while maintaining the representativeness of the data sample. 

2.3. Cycle Construction 
Method of cycle construction varies with the purpose of the driving cycle, estimation of emission inventories, 
estimation of fuel consumption or for traffic engineering purposes. Each cycle construction method has its 
unique features to represent its’ envisioned purpose. 

As an example when developing driving cycles for emission and fuel estimation it is necessary to consider the 
cold start if the country has a cold or snowy weather conditions. Temperature is a key parameter to determine 
emission and fuel consumption and needs to be monitored consistently [39] [40]. In some cases, the hydrocar-
bons emit by average Euro-4 gasoline vehicle within its hot run during 300 to 2500 km is equal to single cold 
start [40]. Also if it is for the traffic engineering purposes the cycle should represent the actual point on the road 
for given speed or time. Hence a driving cycle developed for emission study purpose may not suit for traffic en-
gineering purposes. The driving cycles developed in early stages in US, FTP72 and FTP75 the researchers have 
selected the whole trip which is best fit to the overall survey data. But sometimes these results are varied from 
the actual situation on the road. Improvements in driving cycle development leads to four major driving cycle 
construction methods, namely, micro-trip based cycle construction, segment based cycle construction, pattern 
classification cycle construction and Modal cycle construction [41]. 

2.3.1. Micro-Trip Based Cycle Construction 
Micro trip based cycle construction can be defined as driving activity between adjacent stops, including leading 
idle period [41]. In this method the real data is divided in to micro trips and assigned in to different bins accord-
ing to average speeds. The cycle is constructed using micro trips such that the target parameters are met (popu-
lation parameters). For selecting micro trips for the cycle there are two main methods, namely, random selection 
and best incremental method [41]. In addition some driving cycles have used hybrid of those two methods as 
well. 

But in micro trip based cycle construction the major limitation is that it is not possible to differentiate micro 
trips by various types of driving conditions such as roadway type or Level of Service (LOS). Therefore it is li-
mited to develop cycles designed to represent a single type of trip or cycles designed to replicate region-wide 
driving conditions [41]. It is a well-known fact that more fuel is consumed by vehicles during “stop-go” condi-
tions. Traffic signals and congestion generate most of the “stop-go” driving patterns and lead to higher fuel 
consumption [42]. Since micro trip based cycle construction covers each stop-go condition it will be a better ap-
proach for emission purpose and fuel estimation purpose. 

LA92 was developed using micro trip based cycle construction method and quasi random method for micro 
trip selection [35]. The Bangkok driving cycle was also developed using micro trip based cycle construction and 
micro trips were selected randomly from the database [26]. In primary driving cycle developed for Colombo, Sri 
Lanka, the whole trip was first divided in to micro trips and then assigned in to bins considering their average 
speeds. From the bins micro trips were selected using best incremental method by considering 12 target para-
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meters. A tolerance limit of ±5% was considered when choosing micro trips for the candidate cycles. Similar 
method was followed in Hong Kong (China) driving cycle, but the parameters considered were different. Even 
though the micro trip method is used in Manila driving cycle, selection of micro trips were done using statistical 
methods such as Fourier series, time series analysis and curve fitting techniques using polynomial functions 
[37]. 

Pune driving cycle used a speed acceleration matrix for each micro trip as well as for the population. Using 
the matrix target parameters such as time proportions and averages were generated for each micro trip as well as 
for the population. When selecting micro trips for the candidate cycle, calculated parameters of the micro trips 
were matched with the population target parameters and the tolerance limit was given as 5% for lower limit and 
15% for upper limit [25]. This tolerance limit is better to develop driving cycle for emission purposes because it 
allow for 15% overestimation and only 5% under estimation. If the tolerance limit is decreased the representa-
tiveness will be increased. But then to fulfill the requirement, data sample should be increased hence the cost 
will be increased. 

2.3.2. Segment-Based Cycle Construction 
Segment based cycle construction is also similar to micro trip based cycle construction but there the roadway 
type or LOS is considered when selecting a trip “segment” instead of adjacent stops [41]. As a result the trip 
segments can represent the actual traffic condition as well as the physical characteristics of the road and LOS. 
This method is most suitable for a driving cycle for traffic engineering purposes but not for emission purpose 
[41]. In this method, since trip segments are divided according to traffic condition and physical characteristic of 
the road, it can be started and ended at any speed. Therefore when chaining the trip segments in to driving cycle 
it is necessary to match the speed and the acceleration between two consecutive connecting points (seconds in 
time) in micro-trips. 

Segment based cycle construction has been used to developed Australian Composite Urban Emissions Drive 
Cycle (CUEDC). Researchers have identified the road categories as congested, residential/minor, and arterial 
and freeway/highway and each micro trip was assigned to one of the four road categories based on the average 
speed of the micro trip and the proportion of idle time in the micro trip. Then driving cycle was developed using 
target parameters similar to micro trip based cycle construction method [31]. But it is much easier to construct 
emission related cycles using micro trip based construction method or using an advanced method such as pattern 
classification or modal cycle construction method. 

Segment based cycle construction found to be more appropriate for developing a driving cycle for express-
ways. The main underlying reason is that in an expressway there are no adjacent stops between origin and des-
tination hence impossible to use Micro trip method. Therefore segment based method can be used for the re-
gions or roads where there are less number of stop-go conditions or where the durations of the adjacent stops are 
presumably long. 

2.3.3. Cycle Construction with Pattern Classification 
In this method whole trip is divided into heterogeneous classes using statistical method and when dividing the 
trip “kinematic sequence” is considered. Succession probability is used for the estimation and considered like-
lihood of the event which could occur after selected activity. Driving cycles are constructed by random selection 
of kinematic sequence from segmented activity classes considering the probability and chronology of kinematic 
sequences [12] [41]. This method too has some limitations such as not directly related to emissions and it might 
not suite for an emission related driving cycle even though the classification of sequences is based on the 
chi-square distance of speed-acceleration joint distribution [41]. 

Pattern classification cycle construction method is highly statistics based construction method and many of 
European driving cycles have been developed using this method or at least partially using this method. 
ARTEMIS driving cycle was developed using this method and have classified kinetic sequence in to heteroge-
neous classes using 12 parameters. Succession probabilities were used to estimate and consider the likelihood 
that one class of activity precedes or follows a different activity class. Driving cycles are constructed by re- 
connecting kinematic sequences randomly selected from each of the activity classes in accordance with the 
probability and chronology of kinematic sequences [12]. 

One of the major drawbacks of this method is that when adopting this method at an early stage of driving 
cycle development it requires more information to divide collected data into kinematic sequences and to classify 
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the routes, hence time consuming. However, this method has the ability to capture the traffic pattern on the road 
and could closely represent the actual behavior on a road, region or country. 

2.3.4. Modal Cycle Construction 
In modal cycle construction the real world driving patterns are divided in to acceleration, deceleration, cruising 
and idling components. To construct the driving cycles, Markov Chain theory is used assuming that likelihood 
of particular modal event depends only upon the pervious modal event [43]. There are four basic steps for con-
structing driving cycle using modal cycle construction method [41]. 

1) Using Maximum Likelihood clustering method collected data is divided into the snippets based on accele-
ration. 

2) Snippets are assigned in to modal bins using Maximum Likelihood clustering method according to average, 
minimum, and maximum speeds and acceleration rates. 

3) Define modes according to the acceleration rates and average speed, and then develop a transition matrix 
that contains the succession probabilities between different modes. 

4) Using Markov chain snippets are chained in to one cycle considering transition probability matrix. 
To develop LA01 cycle Maximum Likelihood estimation is used to partitioned route based on instantaneous 

speed into snippets of variable durations and intensities. Then the data collected are clustered it in to modal bins 
and a modal event bin, labeled by speed and acceleration. All the modal event bins combined define a set of 
states and form the state space of a Markov process. Target parameters such as average speed, maximum speed, 
maximum acceleration, and idle time percentage and road power, which is positively correlated with emission 
(road power is a function of travel speed and acceleration rate), along with speed acceleration frequency distri-
bution (SAFD) of the candidate cycle is compared with the population and matches the end speed of the pre-
vious modal event with its starting speed which is chosen from the modal event bin. This selection process is 
repeated until the desired cycle length is achieved [43]. 

Same as in Pattern classification method this method represent the actual traffic condition because to chain 
the modal bins it uses probability of occurrence of each mode on the road. But the limitation of this method is 
that if the traffic behavior of the road or in the area is smooth then probability of occurrence matrix has some 
gaps or the duration of a modal event is much longer compared to the total length of the cycle. Hence this me-
thod cannot be used or if used it is difficult to get a candidate cycle which is closely match to the population pa-
rameters. 

2.4. Cycle Assessment 
Cycle assessment is one of the major steps in developing driving cycles, because the assessment criteria assures 
that the developed cycle truly represents the actual driving pattern on road in that particular area or region. Many 
countries have used many methods and parameters to assess their developed cycles. In common, many countries 
have used Performance Value (PV) to assess their cycles. For PV calculation it is necessary to calculate target 
parameters for population and the target parameters for candidate driving cycles. The percent deviation is calcu-
lated between target parameters of population and candidate driving cycles. Finally the summation of the abso-
lute values of the deviations is taken after multiplying each absolute deviation by a weightage. This weightage is 
given according to the relevance of those parameters to the purpose of the driving cycle. 

At early stages of driving cycle development, in FTP72 and FTP75, number of stops per distance, average 
speed, and maximum speed were used as assessment criterions. But driving cycles developed in recent past have 
used some common categories of parameters such as maximums and minimums, time proportions, averages, 
standard deviations, percentiles and some specific parameters for emission such as Root Mean Square Accelera-
tion (RMS), Vehicle Power (P) and Positive acceleration Kinetic Energy (PKE) which could capture the actual 
situation in considered area or a road. Table 1 summarizes the commonly used major statistical categories for 
cycle assessment and appropriate traffic related target parameters under each category in the data set. Also this 
section further describes the parameters identified under each sub category, but not included the parameters 
which are not commonly used for assessment. 

2.4.1. Maximums and Minimums 
Hefei driving cycle in China has used maximum and minimum accelerations as one of the assessment criterion  
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Table 1. Commonly used traffic related target parameters for cycle assessment. 

Sub category Traffic related target parameter 

Maximum and minimums Speed, acceleration, deceleration, acceleration rate. 

Percentages Idle time, acceleration time, deceleration time, cruise time, creeping time. 

Means and averages Average speed, average running speed, average acceleration and average deceleration, mean length 
of a driving period, average number of acceleration deceleration changes within one driving period. 

Standard deviations and percentiles Speed standard deviation and acceleration standard deviation, speed at the 95th percentile, 
acceleration/deceleration rate at the 95th percentile. 

Other emission related parameters Root mean square acceleration, Positive acceleration Kinetic Energy, Speed Acceleration 
Probability Distribution (SAPD) or Speed Acceleration Frequency Distribution. 

 
[44]. Whereas maximum speed and maximum deceleration was used in Chennai to assess their driving cycle 
developed for intra city busses [9]. The LA01 driving cycle has used maximum acceleration rate along with 
maximum and minimum speeds for assessment [35]. Further, Manila driving cycle has also used maximum and 
minimum speeds as one of the criteria to assess their cycle [37]. 

2.4.2. Percentages 
LA01 and Manila driving cycles used percentage idle time and Bangkok driving cycle used percentages of 
number of micro trips. But commonly used percentages or proportions for assessment criteria are idle time pro-
portion, acceleration time proportion, deceleration time proportion and cruise time proportion, which were used 
for driving cycles in Hefei (China), Hanoi; Vietnam, Pune; India, Hong Kong (China), and Bangkok. Moreover 
in driving cycle for intra city busses in Chennai percentage of time spent in creeping mode has also considered 
other than previously mentioned four parameters [9]. 

2.4.3. Means and Averages 
Most frequently used averages are average speed, average running speed, average acceleration and average de-
celeration. Those parameters have been used to assess Hefei driving cycle; China (except average deceleration), 
Hanoi driving cycle; Vietnam, Bangkok driving cycle, Manila driving cycle; Philippine and driving cycle for in-
tra city busses in Chennai; India. 

Other than the above mention parameters mean length of a driving period, average number of acceleration/ 
deceleration changes within one driving period is also used for some driving cycle assessments such as in Hanoi 
driving cycle and average acceleration/deceleration rate in LA01 [35]. 

2.4.4. Standard Deviations and Percentiles 
Hefei driving cycle has used standard deviations such as speed standard deviation and acceleration standard 
deviation [44] and LA01 has used percentiles such as speed at the 95th percentile, and acceleration/deceleration 
rate at the 95th percentile [35]. 

2.4.5. Specific Parameters 
Not only statistical parameters but also some parameters derived from speed, time and acceleration/deceleration 
changes have used to assess candidate cycles such as average road power in Hefei and LA01 cycles, Root mean 
square acceleration (RMS) in Hanoi driving cycle [27] and Positive acceleration Kinetic Energy (PKE) in Hanoi, 
Bangkok and Hong Kong (China) driving cycles. 

Most of the countries have used ten to thirteen parameters or less to assess driving cycles. But the Australian 
Composite Urban Driving Cycle (CUEDC) has used 46 parameters [31]. There are six parameters to represent 
the proportion of time spent in each mode such as proportion time idle, proportion time acceleration from idle, 
proportion time deceleration to idle, proportion time inter-acceleration, proportion time inter-deceleration, and 
proportion time cruise. Instead of using average values CUEDC has used the median values such as median idle 
time, median time acceleration from idle, median time deceleration to idle, median time inter-acceleration, me-
dian time inter-deceleration, median time cruise to avoid the effects of outliers in data sets and then the standard 
deviation has been calculated for each parameter to understand the variation from the population. CUEDC has 
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used some parameters to represent the median magnitude of acceleration from idle, deceleration to idle, inter- 
acceleration, inter-deceleration, and cruise along with their standard deviation. Furthermore, median value of 
trip distance, total trip time, average trip speed, idles, trip PKE, max speed trip, trip non idle speed, max trip ac-
celeration and min trip deceleration with their standard deviation with population are also considered for the as-
sessment. 

After assessing all the candidate driving cycles using above parameters a single driving cycle is selected, 
which gives a minimum PV, but if there are more than one candidate cycle with approximately equal PVs, then 
the SAPD/SAFD is used for further assessment. 

2.4.6. SAPD or SAFD 
Speed Acceleration Probability Distribution (SAPD) or Speed Acceleration Frequency Distribution (SAFD) is 
one of the common ways of assessing candidate driving cycles. In this assessment acceleration vs speeds vs 
probability is plotted in a 3D graph. In order to plot the graph, speeds are segmented in 5 km/h and acceleration 
in 1 km/h/s [29]. 

Some driving cycles have used SAPD or SAFD for the selection of driving pattern to construct their driving 
cycle. In LA92 and LA01 SAFD was used as target parameter. By looking at the population SAFD the micro 
trip was selected for the cycle construction [35]. 

But in most cases such as in Hefei (China), Hanoi; Vietnam, Sydney, Istanbul, driving cycle for intra city 
busses in Chennai; India, Manila; Philippine, Hong Kong (China) and ARTEMIS driving cycles SAPD/SAFD is 
used to assess the candidate driving cycle with the population statistics. First SAPD/SAFD is created to whole 
population and then construct SAPD/SAFD for each candidate cycles. The most representative driving cycle 
was determined by the smallest sum square difference (SSD) between the SAPD/SAFD of the candidate cycle 
and the overall SAPD/SAFD. 

3. Conclusions 
When selecting a method of developing a driving cycle for a country or a region there are two major non-technical 
constraints to consider, namely, cost and time. Therefore when developing a basic driving cycle, a suitable me-
thod(s) should be selected from each step optimizing those constraints. However, it should be noted that each 
step has its own advantages and disadvantages inherited as discussed in this paper. Therefore all facts must be 
considered carefully when selecting different approaches for each step based on the objective of driving cycle 
development. Route selected is highly correlated with time taken for data collection; because if a complex route 
network is selected the time taken will be increased to collect data since many road sections are present. In order 
to select routes the information required will be higher if there is no readily available traffic information the re-
quired data have to be collected which increases the cost. On the other hand, a simple method could be adopted; 
then the representativeness of the collected data will be inferior. For a developing country where the driving 
cycle development is at the preliminary stage it is advisable to use a simple method where data requirement is 
less hence the cost for data collection is less. Experience of the researcher about the traffic behavior of the re-
gion could be a predominant factor in such instances in order to select representative routs as did in many coun-
tries. Furthermore if the simple traffic related information such as origin destination data or traffic counts is 
available, it is advisable to merge such information with the experience of the researcher to increase the reliabil-
ity of the route selection process. If the accuracy is highly required, surveys have to be done to collect traffic re-
lated data such as origin destination of the vehicles, traffic counts, and vehicle kilometer travel and vehicle pro-
portions. Furthermore details of the physical properties of the road such as surface condition and type, number 
of lanes, number of signalized and non-signalized intersection and availability of center median have to be col-
lected. 

As for the literature the economical way of data collection is chase car method where it requires limited re-
sources. Therefore this method is suitable for countries with limited budgets. Also for the chase car method, 
route selection is not vital since the car follows the actual road user. Nevertheless the data sample might be bias 
hence the cycle developed will be less representative to the actual situation but that problem can be overcome by 
increasing the sample size of the data set, then again the cost will be high. Therefore it is better to prioritize the 
precision/representativeness of the driving cycle or the budget available and then optimize the process. Limita-
tion of the method is that for the areas where the driving pattern is aggressive this method cannot be used. For 
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the countries which have required information to accurately select representative routes and the budget is flexi-
ble an onboard method can be used. Representativeness of this method can be further increased by increasing 
the sample size. Furthermore collecting data proportionate to the traffic volume and collecting data in different 
time periods of the day proportionate to the corresponding volumes in off peaks and peaks could also improve 
the representation. But in the initial stage if the critical emission is required data can be collected in major roads 
during peak hours. 

Cycle construction method has to be selected carefully because the selected method would determine the 
sample size required for data collection. Sample size has a significant effect on the total cost of the driving cycle 
development. For a country where the driving cycle development at its preliminary stage it is advisable to use 
micro trip cycle construction for emission purpose if the selected area has many stop go conditions because it is 
simple and will provide a representative cycle for emission purpose. If there are less stop go conditions and the 
speed are not gradually varying (if the driving behavior is aggressive but no stop go conditions) the best method 
will be modal cycle construction. But in modal cycle construction the data sample size needs to be increased to 
capture the states of driving defined in the method to fill the transition probability matrix; hence the data collec-
tion will be costly. Therefore it is most suitable for the countries which require more representativeness of their 
driving cycle. Finally segment based cycle construction method can be used for road segments like expressways 
where there is smooth variation of speeds and less number of stop go conditions. Furthermore this method can 
be used for traffic engineering purposes as well. 

Cycle evaluation parameters should be selected carefully because due to number of parameters used the data 
required (sample size) are increased. When driving cycle development is at preliminary stage basic parameters 
that are commonly used in many countries can be used for cycle evaluation. The common parameters are, 
namely, average speed, average running speed, average acceleration, average deceleration, percentage of idling, 
percentage of acceleration, percentage of deceleration, percentage of cruising, route mean square acceleration 
(RMS) and positive kinetic energy (PKE). Then the cycle can be compared using performance value (PV) and 
the cycle with minimum PV value can be selected as the representative driving cycle. Furthermore if more re-
presentativeness is required smallest sum square difference (SSD) between the SAPD/SAFD of the candidate 
cycle and the population data set should be considered in the candidate cycles where the PV is approximately 
equal. But if the number of parameters is less for the evaluation, the representativeness of the candidate cycle to 
the actual situation will differ. It is recommended to use PKE and RMS for the emission related driving cycle 
and use PV and SAPD or SAFD for the evaluation. 

If the required accuracy is high, more parameters can be used; but then to match all the parameters the sample 
size needed to be collect is also high; hence the cost will be increased. 
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